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Dear Editor,

It has recently been published in World Journal of Surgical Oncology a progressive case report of the still enigmatic process \"Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia\" (PVL) \[[@B1]\].

Since the first description by Hansen et al. \[[@B2]\] of these oral premalignant disorder, the \"verrucous appearance\" seemed to be a key semiological data for the diagnosis of this particular disease that still has many unresolved issues in relation to its pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment \[[@B3],[@B4]\].

Several series of cases of PVL proving in an unchallengeable manner their high premalignant capacity have been published \[[@B5]-[@B7]\]. Furthermore, these series of cases have also shown that the premalignat capacity of PVL is even higher than the one observed in \"common leukoplakias\". Therefore, the early diagnosis of this pathology plays a crucial role when trying to prevent a malignant transformation in PVL or at least when trying to prevent de development of extensive carcinomas. Typically many of the cases described in the literature have been diagnosed in a retrospective fashion, including the initial study of Hansen et al. \[[@B2]\].

In a recently published review article \[[@B8]\], major and minor diagnostic criteria have been proposed for diagnosing PVL, including \"the presence of a verrucous area\" between the major diagnostic criteria.

To our knowledge, we believe that this criteria should not be consider a major criteria in this disease, since in many cases the initial lesions are not warty, and when they finally have a verrucous appearance, they histologically correspond to verrucous carcinomas \[[@B4],[@B7],[@B8]\]. Therefore, if you consider the verrucous appearance as a major criterion, the diagnosis of this disease may happen to be delayed.

For my experience, I believe that the most important diagnostic criteria for this type of leukoplakia, which should be recognized early, are its \"proliferate\" and \"multifocal\" nature. The proliferative nature of this oral pathology would conditioned by the following elements: the existence of multiple leukoplakias (more than 2 locations), registering the clinical growth of the lesions and the relapse of previously treated areas in a suitable way. Logically, the performance and assessment of representative biopsies is essential to establish the existence of epithelial dysplasia or a carcinoma.

These considerations are in agreement with the views of other authors such as Saito et al. \[[@B9]\] and Hamadah et al. \[[@B10]\], who pointed out that \"widespread multiple oral lesions\" were the ones with a greater malignant potential when compared with the ones which were localized and unique.

Therefore, I propose the name \"Proliferative Multifocal Leukoplakia\" for this disease with the goal of reducing under-diagnosis, improve the early diagnosis, try to make an early therapy and control, and prevent its malignant transformation.
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